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Neuropsychological test data
Why does the attorney need the data?



Neuropsychological test data
Why wont neuropsychpologists turn over test data?

9.11 Maintaining Test Security

The term test materials refers to manuals, 
instruments, protocols, and test questions or 
stimuli and does not include test data as 
defined in Standard 9.04, Release of Test 
Data . Psychologists make reasonable efforts 
to maintain the integrity and security of test 
materials and other assessment techniques 
consistent with law and contractual 
obligations, and in a manner that permits 
adherence to this Ethics Code.

https://www.apa.org/ethics/code#904
https://www.apa.org/ethics/code#904


Neuropsychological test data
Why wont neuropsychpologists turn over test data?

“Should litigation in which a psychologist is involved 

reach the stage where a court considers ordering the 

release of proprietary test materials to non-

professionals such as counsel, we request that the 

court issue a protective order prohibiting parties from 

making copies of the materials; requiring that the 

materials be returned to the professional at the 

conclusion of the proceeding; and requiring that the 

materials not be publicly available as part of the 

record of the case, whether this is done by sealing 

part of the record or by not including the materials in 

the record at all” (bolding added). 



Neuropsychological test data

Pursuant to a client/patient release, psychologists 

provide test data to the client/patient or other 

persons identified in the release. Psychologists may 

refrain from releasing test data to protect a 

client/patient or others from substantial

harm or misuse or misrepresentation of the data or 

the test, recognizing that in many instances release of 

confidential information under these circumstances is 

regulated by law. (See also Standard 9.11, Maintaining 

Test Security.)

(b) In the absence of a client/patient release, psychologists

provide test data only as required by law or court

order.



APA Specialty Guidelines for Forensic Psychology

10.07 Provision of 

Documentation

Pursuant to proper subpoenas or 

court orders, or other legally 

proper consent from authorized 

persons, forensic practitioners 

seek to make available all 

documentation 



If you can’t trust the 

administration of the 

testing



How can you trust the 

interpretation
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The Research



Norman Triplett (1898)





Explanations

•Evaluation apprehension-Henchy & Glass 
(1968)

•Trigger uncertainty- Guerin (1983)

•Distraction affect- Sanders & Baron (1975 
& 1978)

•Cognitive overload- Baron (1986)



Neuropsychological Studies

• Seta (1988) ability to categorize information reduced

• Binder & Johnson-Greene (1995)-child’s performance 
decreased in presence of her mother- a case study

• Lynch (1997) test of delayed recall on WMS impaired 
while performance on motor tests unimpaired

• Kehrer et al (2000) found complex testing impaired in 
presence of third party observations



Neuropsychological Studies 
and Litigation

• McCaffrey, Fisher, Gold & Lynch (1996)
• Reviewed literature and noted negative social facilitational effects from both 

live observers, audiotaping and videotaping

• Lynch (2005)-Impairment on Verbal Paired Associates, but not on Trail 
Making or Finger Tapping

• Yantz & McCaffrey (2005)- impaired scores on the Global and Verbal 
Memory (MAS) summary scores significantly lower

• Constantinou, Ashendorf & McCaffrey (2005)- presence of video 
recorder had a negative impact on memory test scores



Linda S. Lindman, Ph.D.
Doctoral dissertation- LSU (2004)

• Hypothesis
• Subjects being observed will perform as well on simple tasks

• Subects being observed will perform significantly more poorly on complex 
tests

• Presecense of third party will have greater negative impact than precense of 
audiovisual recording equipment

• Higher level of arousal for those subjects being observed



Lindman’s Study

• 75 psychology students

• Participants advised of purpose of study

• Three observation conditions

• No observers

• Third party observers

• Video taped

• Observers and equipment placed behind and to the 
right of the testee



Lindman’s Study

No significant 
differences found



Positions of  Professional Organizations

Update on Third Party Observers in 
Neuropsychological Evaluation: An 
Interorganizational Position Paper (2021)



Concerns Regarding 
Third Party Presence in Examinations

• Threatens test security and integrity

• Threatens validity of test results because of break with 
standardization procedures and norms***

• Affects the development of rapport

• ***Note that the forensic examination context is wholly 
different from the context in which almost all psychological 
tests have been developed, but there is rarely an argument 
against using psychological tests in this context because of 
this discrepancy    



Some Examples of 
Inconsistent and Illogical Applications

• Arguing that concerns over observer effects and test 
standardization should only apply in some contexts (i.e., forensic) 
and not other contexts (i.e., treatment), AACN Statement, 2001, 
pp. 433-434 

• Arguing that third party observation by a  professional or trainee in 
an educational context differs from third party observation in a 
forensic examination context (NAN Statement, 1999)  



Some Examples of 
Inconsistent and Illogical Applications

• Arguing that third party observation by a  professional 
or trainee in an educational context differs from third 
party observation in a forensic examination context 
(NAN Statement, 1999)  

• Arguing that, because psychological tests have not 
been standardized in the presence of third party 
observers, it is inappropriate to  compare the 
examinee’s results to normative results (AACN Policy 
Statement, 2001, p. 436) while, at the same time, 
routinely comparing a forensic examinee’s test 
performance to normative data using tests that have 
not been standardized on persons completing the 
measures in a litigation context

Krauss & Otto (2007)



Some Examples of 
Inconsistent and Illogical Applications

• Arguing that presence of a third party threatens the 
reliability/validity of an unstructured, non-standardized 
assessment approach (the reliability and validity of which 
is unknown)

• Arguing that it is acceptable for psychologists to allow 
third party presence in some evaluation contexts (i.e., 
criminal) yet unacceptable to allow their presence in 
other contexts (e.g., civil) (AACN Policy Statement, 2001, 
p. 434)

Krauss & Otto (2007)



Some Examples of 
Inconsistent and Illogical Applications

• Arguing that, because psychological tests have not 
been standardized in the presence of third party 
observers, it is inappropriate to  compare the 
examinee’s results to normative results (AACN Policy 
Statement, 2001, p. 436) while, at the same time, 
routinely comparing a forensic examinee’s test 
performance to normative data using tests that have 
not been standardized on persons completing the 
measures in a litigation context

Krauss & Otto (2007)



As early as 1999 at the annual 
NAN meeting, Drs Sewick and 
Blasé wrote, “The use of third 
party observers in neurological 
examinations has become a 
heated issue in recent years.”

Sewick Blasé & Besecker (1999)



Sewick Blasé & BeseckerSurvey
Is the Use of Third Party Observers and video recording acceptable practice?

• 3167 surveys sent out to USA NAN membership

• 867 responses

• 50 eliminated (appeared to come from the same 
individual)

• 70% acceptable to have a neuropsychologist or 
trained technician observe

• 63% acceptable to videotape

• Including rejected 50 votes changed results by only 
4 %



DeFiore v. Pezic
254 NJ 212 (2023)

• A disagreement over whether to permit third-party observation or recording of 
a DME shall be evaluated by trial judges on a case-by-case basis, with no 
absolute prohibitions or entitlements.

• Defendant has the burden to show why a 3rd party observer should not be 
permitted.

• Given advances in technology since 1998, the range of options should include 
video recording, using a fixed camera that captures the actions and words of 
both the examiner and the plaintiff.

• Protective order

• if the court permits a third party to attend the DME, it shall impose reasonable 
conditions to prevent the observer from interacting with the plaintiff or 
otherwise interfering with the exam.



NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMS AFTER 
DIFIORE
Marco DiFlorio Esq.

Salmon Ricchezza Singer &Turchi LLC

NJ, PA and DE

(856)842-0730 



Agenda

• Neuropsychologists

• Discovery of raw data

• Third Party Observation 
under DiFiore
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WHAT IS NEUROPSYCHOLOGY?

The Supreme Court in DiFiore quoted 
from the Cleveland Clinic to help 
define neuropsychology as follows:

• A specialty field that joins the 
medical fields of neurology, 
psychology and psychiatry

• Neuropsychology involves 
determining how well the brain is 
working when it is disrupted by a 
brain injury or psychological 
disorder 

• A neuropsychological assessment 
is a comprehensive test of a wide 
range of mental functions and 
behaviors

3November 2023



According to the American Psychological 

Association:  
• Clinical Neuropsychology is a specialty field within clinical psychology 

dedicated to understanding the relationships between brain and behavior 

… applied to the (1) diagnosis of brain disorder, (2) assessment of cognitive 

and behavioral functioning and (3) the design of effective treatment.

• The required expertise for this area is based on the way that behavior and 

skills are related to brain structures and systems.

• Neuropsychological evaluations are requested specifically to help 

understand how the different areas and systems of the brain are working . 

. . This may be signaled by a change in concentration, organization, 

reasoning, memory, language, perception, coordination or personality. The 

change may be due to any of a number of medical, neurological, 

psychological or genetic causes.
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WHAT IS NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL 

TESTING?
• The examination typically consists of the administration of standardized 

tests using oral questions, paper and pencil, computers, the manipulation 

of materials such as blocks and puzzles, and other procedures. 

• Depending on the scope and intent of the evaluation, testing may focus on 

a wide range of cognitive functions including attention, memory, language, 

academic skills, reasoning and problem solving, visuospatial ability and 

sensory-motor skills. The neuropsychologist may also administer tests and 

questionnaires concerning psychological aspects of mood, emotional style, 

behavior and personality.
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EXCERPTS FROM KATHLEEN DIFIORE V. 

TOMO PEZIC (A-58/59/60-21) (087091)

Argued January 3, 2023 -- Decided June 15, 2023



WHAT HAPPENED IN DIFIORE?

“We are asked here to clarify procedures regarding who may 
attend a defense medical examination -- as well as whether and 
how such examinations may be recorded -- when a plaintiff has 
alleged cognitive limitations, psychological impairments, or 
language barriers.”
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DEFENDANT’S CHOSEN EXPERT?

• “In personal injury actions and other cases in which the mental 

or physical condition of the plaintiff is in controversy, Rule 4:19 

allows defendants to require plaintiffs to be physically or 

mentally examined by the defendants’ chosen expert.”

• “Often, the doctor who conducted the defense medical 

examination (DME) will testify at trial for the defense.” 

8November 2023



SIX-PART HOLDING BY THE APPELLATE 
DIVISION IN DIFIORE
• First, a disagreement over whether to permit third-party observation or 

recording of a DME shall be evaluated by trial judges on a case-by-case basis, 

with no absolute prohibitions or entitlements. 

• Second, despite contrary language in Carley, it shall be the plaintiff’s burden 

henceforth to justify to the court that third-party presence or recording, or 

both, is appropriate in a particular case. 

• Third, given advances in technology since 1998, the range of options should 

include video recording, using a fixed camera that captures the actions and 

words of both the examiner and the plaintiff. 
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SIX-PART HOLDING BY THE APPELLATE 
DIVISION IN DIFIORE cont…
• Fourth, to the extent that examiners hired by the defense are concerned that a 

third-party observer or a recording might reveal alleged proprietary information about 

the content and sequence of the exam, the parties shall cooperate to enter into a 

protective order, so that such information is solely used for the purposes of the case 

and not otherwise divulged. 

• Fifth, if the court permits a third party to attend the DME, it shall impose reasonable 

conditions to prevent the observer from interacting with the plaintiff or otherwise 

interfering with the exam. 

• Sixth, if a foreign or sign language interpreter is needed for the exam (as is the case 

in two of the appeals before us) the examiner shall utilize a neutral interpreter agreed 

upon by the parties or, if such agreement is not attained, an interpreter selected by 

the court. [Id. at 106-07.]
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SUPREME COURT’S HOLDING

• We depart from the Appellate Division only in that we decline to place the 
burden on the plaintiff to show special reasons why third-party observation or 
recording should be permitted in each case. Instead, once the defendant issues 
notice to the plaintiff of a Rule 4:19 exam, the plaintiff should inform the 
defendant if they seek to bring a neutral observer or unobtrusively record the 
examination. If the defendant objects, the two sides should meet and confer to 
attempt to reach agreement. If agreement is impossible, the defendant may 
move for a protective order under Rule 4:10-3 seeking to prevent the exam from 
being recorded, or to prevent a neutral third-party observer from attending. 

• Factors including a plaintiff’s cognitive limitations, psychological impairments, 
language barriers, age, and inexperience with the legal system may weigh in 
favor of allowing unobtrusive recording and the presence of a neutral third-party 
observer. Although defense neuropsychologists cannot dictate the terms under 
which DMEs are held, they can raise concerns that may weigh against recording 
or third-party observation in particular instances. 
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SUPREME COURT’S HOLDING cont…

• Factors including a plaintiff’s 
cognitive limitations, 
psychological impairments, 
language barriers, age, and 
inexperience with the legal 
system may weigh in favor of 
allowing unobtrusive recording 
and the presence of a neutral 
third-party observer. Although 
defense neuropsychologists 
cannot dictate the terms under 
which DMEs are held, they can 
raise concerns that may weigh 
against recording or third-party 
observation in particular 
instances. 
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UNRESOLVED BY THE SUPREME COURT

• Finally, we note that the question presented in this case involves only 

defense medical examinations, which are conducted solely for purposes of 

litigation, not treatment. Defendants never argued that recording or third-

party observation should be available at examinations conducted by plaintiffs’ 

treating physicians. . . .

• . . . We therefore refer to the Civil Practice Committee whether there should 

be any provision to allow defendants to record or observe examinations by 

nontreating doctors arranged by plaintiffs’ counsel solely for the purposes of 

litigation. 

•
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RAW DATA v. TEST DATA v. TEST 
MATERIALS
American Psychological Association (Citation2002) ethical principles of psychologists and 

code of conduct, standards 9.04 versus 9.11

• 9.04 Release of Test Data. (a) The term test data refer to raw and scaled scores, 
client/patient responses to test questions or stimuli, and psychologists’ notes and 
recordings concerning client/patient statements and behavior during an examination. 
Those portions of test materials that include client/patient responses are included in the 
definition of test data. Pursuant to a client/patient release, psychologists provide test data 
to the client/patient or other persons identified in the release. Psychologists may refrain 
from releasing test data to protect a client/patient or others from substantial harm or 
misuse or misrepresentation of the data or the test, recognizing that in many instances 
release of confidential information under these circumstances is regulated by law. (See 
also Standard 9.11, Maintaining Test Security.)

• (b) In the absence of a client/patient release, psychologists provide test data only as 
required by law or court order.
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RAW DATA v. TEST DATA v. TEST MATERIALS 
cont…

• 9.11 Maintaining Test Security. The term test materials refers to manuals, 

instruments, protocols and test questions or stimuli and does not include test 

data as defined in Standard 9.04, Release of Test Data. Psychologists make 

reasonable efforts to maintain the integrity and security of test materials and 

other assessment techniques consistent with law and contractual obligations, 

and in a manner that permits adherence to this Ethics Code.

•
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Defense Evidence

• AACN’s 2022 “Official Position of the American Academy 

of Clinical Neuropsychology on test security.”

• ABN’s 2016 “Policy Statement of the American Board of 

Professional Neuropsychology regarding Third Party 

Observation and the recording of psychological test 

administration in the neuropsychological evaluations.”

• Affidavit form your neuropsychologist (and others.) 
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Two Neuropsychology Boards

• ABCN/ABPP: The American Board of Clinical Neuropsychology is a specialty 
board of the American Board of Professional Psychology. The ABCN 
administers and certifies exams for competence in the specialty of Clinical 
Neuropsychology. //AACN: The American Academy of Clinical 
Neuropsychology is a membership organization comprised solely of ABCN 
certified neuropsychologists, and it promotes their interests. 

• ABN: American Board of Professional Neuropsychologyis a free-standing, 
post-doctoral level ( i.e. Ph.D., Psy.D.) Diplomate granting certification board 
established in 1982. The ABN Diplomate process involved a rigorous 
examinations of credentials, including education and post doctoral training, 
a written examination, work sample review, and a two-hour oral 
examination. 
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Published Board Policies

• AACN’s Official position of the American Academy of Neuropsychology on 
test security.” 

• ABN’s 2016 “Policy Statement of the American Board of Professional 
Neuropsychology regarding Third Party Observation and the recording of 
psychological test administration in neuropsychological evaluations.”
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Defense Arguments

• The problems expressed with TPO and/or recording the examination 
include: (1)compromised validity of future neuropsychological test results; 
(2) anticipated misuse and misinterpretation of tests by the 3rd party 
observations who have no compelling interest to protect copyrighted test 
content; (3) conflicts with the APA Ethical Standards and key principles for 
Specialty Guidelines for Forensic Psychology of the American Psychological 
Association; (4) increased likelihood test content and instructions will be 
disseminated, which raises the risk that motivated parties will coach and 
prepare examinees for testing in advance, specifically to influence test 
results; and (5) lawyers involved in brain injury litigation have acknowledged 
they coach their clients on how to approach neuropsychological testing to 
their advantage.  
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Defense Arguments

• 3rd party observations confers no overriding benefits that offset the 
significance costs of exposing test materials. The defense will suffer the 
irreparable harm of losing the basic legal right to conduct a defense mental 
examination through an expert of defendant’s choosing, and potential for 
any neurological expert. 

• Subjecting defendants to that deprivation of rights, simply in the name of 
allowing plaintiffs’ attorneys to receive test information directly form 
defense experts, is unjust, and also unnecessary, since plaintiffs can receive 
the information through their own experts.   
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Unresolved by the Supreme Court

• Finally, we note that the question presented in the case involves only 
defense medical examinations, which are conducted solely for purposes of 
litigation, not treatment. Defendants never argued that recording of third-
party observation should be available at examinations conducted by 
plaintiffs’ treating physicians…

• …We therefore refer to the Civil Practice Committee whether there should 
be any provision to allow defendants to record or observe examinations by 
nontreating doctors arranged by plaintiffs’ counsel solely for the purposes 
of litigation. 

21November 2023



Questions Raised By DiFiore

• Will the most highly credentialed and experienced neuropsychologists 
generally refuse to offer their expertise in response to DiFiore?

• Will defendants notice a significant increase in damages exposure directly 
related to challenges finding a top qualified neuropsychologist? 

• What strategic advantages will plaintiffs have over defendants from a 
marked decline in available defense neuropsychologists? 

• Will we see more neuropsychologists retained by defendants testifying at 
trial solely based on record reviews? If so, will they get to explain to a jury 
why there was no IME/DME? 
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“Test Data” Includes Raw Data And 
Recordings
American Psychological Association ( Citation 2002) ethical principles of 
psychologists and code of conduct, standards 9.04 versus 9.11

9.04 Release of Test Data
(a) The term test data refer to raw data and scales scores, client/patient 

responses to test questions or stimuli, and psychologists’ notes and 
recordings concerning client/patient statements and behaviors during an 
examination. Those portions of test materials that include client/patient 
responses are included in the definition of test data. Pursuant to a 
client/patient release, psychologists provide test data to the 
client/patient or other persons identified in the release. Psychologist may 
refrain from releasing test data to protect a client/patient or others from 
substantial harm or misuse or misrepresentation of the data or the test, 
recognizing that in many instances release of confidential information 
under these circumstances is regulated by law. ( See also Standard 9.11, 
Maintaining Test Security.) 

(b) In the absence of a client/patient release, psychologists provide test data 
only as required by law or court order. 
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Test Materials cont…

• 9.11 Maintaining Test Security. 
The term test materials refers to 
manuals, instruments, protocols 
and test questions or stimuli and 
does not include test data as 
defined in Standard 9.04, 
Release of Test Data.  
Psychologists make reasonable 
efforts to maintain the integrity 
and security of test materials 
and other assessment 
techniques consistent with law 
and contractual obligations, and 
in a manner that permits 
adherence to this Ethics Code. 
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For more information . . . 

Contact:

Marco DiFlorio, Esq.

Salmon, Ricchezza, Singer & Turchi, LLP

mdiflorio@srstlaw.com

Tel: (856) 606-6606
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Complex Case Studies in 

Personal Injury Cases
Liability Aspects in a Construction Case

PANELISTS:

JENNIFER M. JONES, ESQ.

MCELROY DEUTSCH MULVANEY & CARPENTER, LLP

BRUCE H. STERN, ESQ.

STARK & STARK



Who are the players?

 Plaintiff

 Plaintiff’s employer

 Owner

 Project Manager

 Engineer

 General Contractor

 Subcontractor

 Sub-subcontractor



Worker’s Compensation

 Typically, a plaintiff is barred from asserting a common law claim against his or her employer or 
co-workers under the New Jersey Workers Compensation Act, N.J.S.A. 34:15-1 et seq.

 Unless there is a claim of intentional wrong by the employer or the co-worker.

 To establish intentional wrong, a plaintiff must show: (1) the employer/co-worker acted with the subjective desire 
to injure the plaintiff, or with the knowledge that their conduct was substantially certain to injure the plaintiff, and 
(2) the accident was not part and parcel of everyday industrial life. Laidlow v. Hariton Machinery Co., Inc., 170 
N.J. 602, 614-15 (2002). 

 The Supreme Court of New Jersey has held: “The first condition embodies what has become known as Millison’s 
‘conduct’ prong; the second condition reflects the ‘context’ prong.” Mull v. Zeta Computer Products, 176 N.J. 
385, 391 (2003); Millison v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 101 N.J. 161 (1985). 

 A plaintiff can have more than one employer for purposes of the Workers Compensation Act

 Case study: one entity was the payroll company, which issued payroll checks and W2s to the 
plaintiff and entered into the CBA with the plaintiff’s union, but the plaintiff worked on the jobsite for 
a different, related entity, which was the “special employer.” 

 Courts consider five factors in determining whether an employer is a “special employer” for purposes of the 
WCA: (1) whether there is an express or implied contract for hire between the employee and the employer; (2) 
whether the work being done is that of the employer; (3) whether the employer has a right to control the details 
of the work; (4) whether the employer pays the employee’s wages or benefits; and (5) whether the employer 
can hire or fire the employee. See Blessing v. T. Shriver & Co., 94 N.J. Super. 426, 430 (App. Div. 1967).



Third-Party Complaints

 Although a plaintiff cannot typically pursue a claim against his or her 
employer under the Workers Compensation Act, a third-party is 
permitted to assert a contractual indemnification claim against an 
employer.

 Must be expressed in clear and unequivocal terms.

 This becomes a very slippery slope with respect to what role the 
employer can play at trial.

 See Kane v. Hartz Mountain Indus., Inc., 278 N.J. Super. 129 (App. Div. 
1994)(holding that the employer has no legal right to participate in the 
trial of the employee’s personal injury claim); Est. of D’Avila ex rel. 
D’Avila v. Hugo Neu Schnitzer E., 442 N.J. Super. 80 (App. Div. 2015) 
(allowing the employer to participate in the trial).

 Consider how this impacts the verdict sheet and the jury’s 
assessment of liability.



What are the contractual 

relationships between the players?

Are there Indemnification Provisions?

Are there Additional Insured Requirements?

 Is there a basis to tender your defense?



Additional Insured Status v. 

Indemnification
 Additional insured status means that Defendant A is afforded direct coverage under Defendant 

B’s policy.

 There may be coverage questions here about which policy is primary.

 Indemnification language means that if Defendant A is found liable to the plaintiff, it can seek 
recovery of its share of damages from the party that owes it indemnification. 

 Indemnification provisions sometimes also include a duty for Defendant B to defend Defendant A. 

 In the construction context, you will usually find a requirement that subcontractors add the 
general contractor (and often times the owner as well, as an additional insured on their policies). 

 Depending on the contractual language, a tender may be appropriate. 



What is a tender?

 A tender letter generally requests that another party assume the defense of the party 
sending the tender letter.

 Example 1: Defendant A and Defendant B entered into a contract for work on a project, 
and the contract requires Defendant B to name Defendant A as an additional insured on its 
insurance policy. Defendant A might choose to send a tender letter to Defendant B 
requesting that Defendant B assume the defense of Defendant A because it is considered 
an additional insured on the policy.

 Cross-claim for breach of contract if Defendant B failed to comply with the contractual requirement.

 Example 2: Defendant A and Defendant B entered into a contract for work on a project, 
and the contract requires Defendant B to indemnify and defend Defendant A for any claims 
arising out of work performed on the project. Defendant A might choose to send a tender 
letter to Defendant B requesting that Defendant B assume the defense of Defendant A. 

 There is usually a request for attorney’s fees from the date of the tender letter if it is 
not accepted. 

 There may be coverage questions.



Indemnification Provisions

 Which law applies?

 NJ – requires specific language or evidence of intent for an indemnitee 
to recover indemnification for its own negligence.

 Azurak v. Corp. Prop. Investors, 175 N.J. 110 (2003) – express and 
unequivocal language with specific reference to fault of the indemnitee.

 Public policy prohibits indemnification for an indemnitee’s sole 
negligence.

 Thus, the indemnitee can recover indemnification if the indemnitor is 1% 
at fault, assuming the contract provision is sufficient.



Third Party Complaints and 

Crossclaims

 If the plaintiff is injured in the scope of his/her employment, he/she 

will not be permitted to seek recovery from his/her employer due to 

workers compensation.

 However, if there is a contractual indemnification provision in a contract 

with the Plaintiff’s employer, there is a basis to bring the employer in as a 

third-party defendant. 

 Cross-claims against other defendants for indemnity, contribution, 

and breach of contract in some circumstances. 



QUESTIONS?



Complex Case Studies in Personal Injury Cases
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Contractor shall be responsible for initiating, 

maintaining and supervising all safety

precautions and programs in connection with 

the Work. Contractor will take all necessary 

precautions required in order not to 

jeopardize the safety of Owner’s personnel or 

property, or members of the general public.

Contract is King



§ 9.2 Supervision and Construction Procedures

§ 9.2.1 The Contractor shall supervise and direct the 

Work, using the Contractor’s best skill and attention. 

The Contractor shall be solely responsible for and 

have control over construction means, methods, 

techniques, sequences and procedures, and for 

coordinating all portions of the Work under the 

Contract.

Contract is King







Alloway v. Bradlees, Inc.,157 N.J. 221 (1999)

Tarabokia v. Structure Tone, 429 N.J. Super. 

103 (App. Div. 2012)

VS.



Alloway v. Bradlees

The dispositive issue is whether the 

general contractor on this construction 

project, owed a duty of care to ensure 

the safety of plaintiff, an employee of 

a subcontractor or of a subcontractor. 

The analysis is guided by the principles 

adopted by the Court in Alloway v. 

Bradlees, Inc., 157 N.J. 221 (1999).

https://casetext.com/case/alloway-v-bradlees-inc-2


Alloway v. Bradlees factors

•Foreseeability

•Relationship between the parties

•Opportunity and capacity to take 
corrective action, i.e., control, 

•Public policy interest in the result. 



Tarabokia v. Structure Tone, 429 N.J. Super. 
103 (App. Div. 2012)



In Alloway, the Supreme Court made clear 

that, when analyzing whether a general 

contractor owes a duty of reasonable care to 

the employee of a subcontractor, the inquiry 

"necessarily involves consideration of the 

relevance of statutory and regulatory 

requirements, more specifically, OSHA 

regulations." 157 N.J. at 229.

https://casetext.com/case/alloway-v-bradlees-inc-2#p229
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THE COURT:  Is 2:34 p.m. on May 20th, 2022.1
Judge Brian McLaughlin, Mercer County Superior Court.2

This is the matter of Rachel Wenner versus3
Merck and Company Incorporated, et al.,  Docket Number,4
MERCER-L-957-18.  Lequanna Butler is recording this5
proceeding on CourtSmart.  May I have the appearances6
of counsel, beginning with plaintiff’s counsel.7

MR. STERN:  Good afternoon, Your Honor. 8
Bruce Stern, the law firm of Stark & Stark on behalf of9
the plaintiff, Rachel Wenner.10

MR. O’HARA:  Good afternoon, Your Honor.11
Jeffrey O’Hara from Connell Foley on behalf of Merck12
and Co. and Franklin Chandler.13

THE COURT:  Well, we have before the Court14
two remarkably similar motions.  Mr. Stern’s is to15
compel the raw data of Dr. Gibson, and to permit the16
plaintiff to be -- have her neuropsychological17
evaluation with Dr. Gibson be videotaped.  The motion18
followed by -- filed by defendants is -- seeks to19
compel Ms. Wenner to appear for the neuropsych eval20
with Dr. Gibson, prohibit a recording of it, and order21
that the raw data and information not be turned over to22
plaintiff's counsel but to a qualified psychologist of23
plaintiff's counsel's choosing. 24

So the only fair way to do this is by who --25
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1 which motion came in first and Mr. Stern’s came in by
2 minutes, so we'll let him go first.
3 MR. STERN:  Thank you, Your Honor.  First, by
4 way of background, I supplied Your Honor with the
5 medical reports of Dr. Greenwald, Dr. Brock, as well as
6 the life care plan, which I think gives you a pretty
7 fair understanding of Rachel's present medical
8 condition.  I've also provided Your Honor with a short
9 certification from Dr. Greenwald giving his opinion
10 that it's not going to be possible for Rachel to at all
11 render or/and comprehend all of the instructions that
12 would be given in a neuropsychological evaluation,
13 which I'll provide and discuss later in my comments. 
14 So defendants originally retained Dr. Masur
15 as their neuropsychologist.  When new counsel came in,
16 the decision was made to hire Dr. Gibson, who is a
17 psychologist who resides now in -- in Florida.  Dr.
18 Gibson, a hundred percent of his forensic work is for
19 defendants.  Not that that in of itself is
20 disqualifying, but when you look at the background of
21 Dr. Gibson, we see number one, one of his major
22 research interests is malingering and exaggeration.
23 Also, he's of the opinion that everyone who sustains a
24 concussion or a mild traumatic brain injury gets
25 better. 

5

So the defendants had started by selecting1
someone who already comes with a bias that there's no2
way Rachel Wenner can have -- still have any residuals3
from a mild traumatic brain injury.  He believes that4
somewhere between 20 and 50 percent of all people5
asserting psychological, or psychiatric, or brain6
injury problems are malingerers, and as I said,7
everyone gets better. 8

When we look at his website, we see a9
published article after article, all written by defense10
neuropsychologists as -- as himself. So I think, as I11
said, there is a bias here.  12

Dr. Gibson's methodology in administering13
neuropsychological testing starts with the14
administration of effort or malingering test.  It's Dr.15
Gibson's belief that you start with these validity16
tests, because if a patient fails the validity test,17
there's a -- no -- well, no reason to continue testing18
because you can't count that the testing's going to be19
valid if the initial validity testing was not valid.20

So I don't know exactly which validity test21
that Dr. Gibson will administer.  I've seen numerous22
reports by him.  He doesn't always administer the same23
effort test.  I've provided Your Honor with a copy of24
the fake bad scale, which is part of the MMPI.  It was25
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1 developed by Paul Lees-Haley, who again is a notorious
2 defense expert.  I believe a hundred percent of his
3 forensic work is on behalf of the defendants. 
4 I provided it to you so that you could get
5 some appreciation about these validity tests.  And I
6 went through this fake bad scale, and just by virtue of
7 the medical problems that Rachel has, I counted up 17,
8 18 of the questions that she would mark as true or
9 false, which accurately represent her medical
10 condition.  And I provided it so that -- and another
11 validity test that Dr. Gibson often gives a test called
12 the Structured Inventory of Malingered Symptomatology,
13 also known as SIMS.  Again, this is a 75 item, true
14 false questionnaire.  
15 And I provided the fake bad scale to Your
16 Honor so you could see what problems someone like
17 myself would have in cross-examining Dr. Gibson at
18 trial.  So assume Dr. Gibson gives this fake bad scale
19 or he gives the SIMS, it's true or false, and he --
20 let's assume he then concludes she wasn't giving good
21 effort.  And so he comes into Court and says I gave her
22 validity tests and she failed those tests. 
23 How do I dispute that?  I don't have the --
24 the scoring.  I don't know what questions he based that
25 on.  I provided Your Honor on Wednesday with excerpts

7

from the dep- -- video deposition where Dr. Gibson was1
testifying at trial, and I provided them to you so you2
could see what happens in trial.  Dr. Gibson makes a3
statement and then says, but I can't give -- explain4
the data because of security reasons.  And then the5
plaintiff's attorney has nothing to cross-examine him6
with. 7

I, in this case, initially I filed a motion8
to get the raw data when Dr. Masur was selected as the9
defense neuropsychologist.  That motion was granted.  I10
recognized from Mr. O’Hara position where that -- there11
was no significant opposition to it, probably because12
the former counsel read my brief and realized I was13
entitled to it. 14

I provided Your Honor with the --15
THE COURT:  Okay.  Let me just -- let me stop16

you there, Mr. Stern.  Why -- why should, why then17
should a different result obtain because now it's Dr.18
Gibson instead of Dr. Masur?19

MR. STERN:  I don't think a different result20
should.  I --21

THE COURT:  That’s when I realized that22
someone was off (inaudible), but I mean, I -- I just. 23

MR. STERN:  Yeah, no, I just -- 24
THE COURT:  It just -- it just seems that25
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1 that matter was before Judge Massi and defendants were
2 represented, albeit by prior counsel, but why should it
3 lead to a different result?
4 MR. STERN:  I provided you with a -- with the
5 decision from Virginia where Dr. Gibson was the defense
6 neuropsychologist.  And there, based on the
7 representation of defense counsel, Dr. Gibson indicated
8 that he'd be willing to provide the raw data, as long
9 as there was a Protective Order, which I have from the
10 very beginning in writing to Mr. O'Hara advised I’m
11 willing to have a Protective or Confidential Order
12 entered so that there is no dissemination of the raw
13 data to outside sources. 
14 I provided Your Honor with numerous orders
15 from courts, trial courts in New Jersey.  I should
16 represent, as I believe I’m required, I'm not aware of
17 any New Jersey decision in which that it's been denied.
18 I've supplied Your Honor with decisions from Federal
19 courts.  I've provided Your Honor with decisions from
20 out of State courts.  And I believe the only case the
21 defendants cite is an unreported case from Florida.
22 I've also supplied in my brief quotations
23 from Paul Lees-Haley and David Faust to defense
24 neuropsychologist that have written in defense
25 textbooks the need to -- for defendants to obtain the

9

raw of data.  Now, under the APA guidelines, which1
Judge Sabatino in his decision in DiFiore discusses at2
length, in there it indicates that neuropsychologists3
are to provide the raw data on a release from the4
plaintiff and I'm more than happy to supply a HIPAA5
release.  I think under HIPAA, my client's entitled to6
all medical records, and I think her testing would fall7
under that.  The APA guidelines also indicate that they8
are to supply it with -- when provided with a Court9
Order. 10

So -- and Dr. Gibson's, excuse me, concern11
that there may be an ethical violation if he turns it12
over, I think he's covered by a Court Order.  Also the13
Pearson website acknowledges that if a Court is to14
order the data to be turned over a Protective Order or15
should be put in place. 16

Now the defendant's solution to all this is,17
hey, but we'll give it to whatever neuropsychologist18
you want.  But that doesn't do me any good.  And it's19
not an answer to say, well, your neuro- -- my20
neuropsychologist can give me the raw data.  If it's a21
violation for Dr. Gibson to give it to me, it would be22
a violation, theoretically, then for any23
neuropsychologist to give me the raw data.  So simply24
to say, well, we'll give it to anybody of your choice25
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1 doesn't solve the -- the problem. 
2 Also, it would require me to disclose who my
3 consulting expert would be.  I don't know -- I mean,
4 one thing I may end up doing is hiring a rebuttal
5 expert that would review Dr. Gibson's testing and be
6 willing to testify.  On the other hand, I may just want
7 to look at it myself.  I'm competent to make some
8 understanding, but I may want to hire a -- just a
9 consultant, and I'm not required to disclose a
10 consulting non-testifying expert. 
11 And, finally, again, as Judge Sabatino said
12 in DiFiore, and I'll get to the video in one moment.  A
13 -- a Protective Order certainly would provide
14 protection with regard to the raw of data. 
15 Coming then to the second part of the relief
16 is my request to have this video recorded.  First,
17 thing, I don't think that anybody on this call could
18 accurately (inaudible) how tests were administered and
19 at all know, remember what the instructions were that
20 he or she would (inaudible).  This isn't like a 20
21 minute neurologic exam or orthopedic exam where the
22 plaintiff is able to relate what occurred during that
23 examination.
24 You know, what (inaudible) were the test
25 given it becomes very important.  In reading one of Dr.
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Gibson’s deposition, I think it was in Love (phonetic),1
he talked about how the plaintiff’s own exam was no2
good and invalid because the neuropsychologist failed3
to document the times and the order the tests were4
given.  And certainly my client wouldn't know the names5
of the tests, let alone the order they were given. 6

So ,then you take somebody with Rachel's7
condition.  She's not at all competent to relay enough8
information to me.  Yesterday, for instance, we took --9
or Mr. O’Hara’s associate took the deposition of the10
plaintiff.  At 41 minutes into that deposition, she11
needed a break, at an hour of 15 minutes into that12
deposition, she had to stop the deposition.  That her13
fatigue was too much and she couldn't continue.14
Obviously, were going to finish the depositions.  I15
think we have another once rescheduled for next week.16
But certainly my client is not in a position. So I17
think I've met the burden of going forward.  18

And then finally, I've supplied Your Honor19
with the affidavit from Dr. Fredericks.  It talks about20
why one ought to be able to video record these21
neuropsychological evaluations.22

THE COURT:  Thank you.  Mr. O’Hara.23
MR. O’HARA:  Yes.  Thank you, Your Honor. 24
So a couple of things and it -- and it, since25
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1 they’re -- I'm going to take them in -- first in the --
2 the order in which we’ve presented them in our
3 application, and then I'll address the number of the
4 points raised by Mr. Stern.
5 First, it's uncontroverted that the
6 proprietary and protected nature of the tests exists in
7 this case.  It's set forth extensively in the
8 submission of Dr. Gibson, and Mr. Stern has not in any
9 way, shape, or form suggested that the terms of the
10 ability to use those tests by any neurolo- -- any
11 neuropsychologist, that the terms are not applicable.
12 Okay?  There -- there is a -- there is a contractual
13 right to the proprietary, protected nature of those
14 tests, and only people that are licensed and only
15 people that agree to comply with the terms of the test
16 owners are permitted access to and the ability to use
17 those tests.
18 I can't go out and get them.  Bruce can't go
19 out and get them.  They are a protected test that is
20 recognized in the field of neuropsychology as
21 appropriate for usage when evaluating
22 neuropsychological conditions at issue, as those are in
23 this case. So that's -- that's the -- the -- something
24 that no matter what the position is with respect to the
25 -- the validity or the -- or the -- the -- the weight
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that that testing might have in a courtroom, the simple1
fact is the owner of that test has a requirement by2
which only certain people are permitted to have access3
to that and you must be a licensed neuropsychologist4
that agrees to comply with those terms.  5

Hence our willingness to give to Mr. Stern's6
neuropsychologist the very same thing that our7
neuropsychologist will have.  And that's exactly what8
the Court said in DiFiore when -- when responding to9
the suggestion that a lawyer doesn't have the ability10
to -- to competently cross-examine the11
neuropsychologist under those conditions.  The Court12
specifically noted --13

THE COURT:  Mr. O’Hara, I mean, I realize14
that you weren't on the, you weren't on duty then, but15
we just ignore what happened with Judge Massi and Dr.16
Masur. 17

MR. O’HARA:  I -- I -- I don't -- I don't18
think you -- you ignore anything that happens in any19
case, Judge.  I don't -- I don't -- I think that there20
is a position that was taken by a prior lawyer with a21
prior physician who has not i- -- who did not identify22
the -- the nature and extent of the test that he23
intended to use.  I can't tell you what tests Dr. Masur24
intended to use.  I can't tell you whether there were25
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1 restrictions into some or all of those tests, and I
2 can't tell you what Dr. Masur ultimately intended, how
3 he intended to -- to apply those tests.  I can simply
4 tell you that Dr. Gibson has identified the specific
5 tests that he's going to use, the -- the -- the
6 limitations on his ability to -- to disclose that
7 information and the condition under which he's
8 comfortable that if it is disclosed that he honors the
9 contractual terms that are set forth. 
10 From my understanding, based upon his
11 affidavit and interaction with him, And I would suggest
12 that before the court were to rule otherwise, it would
13 be appropriate to have him testify about this so if
14 there are nuances that might allow for some disclosure,
15 for example, in camera disclosure, that -- that he's
16 given the opportunity to explain it, because as Mr.
17 Stern points out, either he nor I are
18 neuropsychologists.  But the fact is --
19 THE COURT:  And -- and let the record reflect
20 -- the record reflect that neither is the Court. 
21 MR. O’HARA:  And -- and I think that's --
22 that's the -- the -- the import, excuse me, the -- the
23 themes that you see in all of the cases that deal with
24 this is that the neuropsychological community as a
25 whole is limited in its ability to number one, have
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access to the tests and, number two, share the data1
that is -- and the results that are generated.  They2
can share it with licensed practitioners in the field.3

And so it's -- it's a common accommodation4
that if -- if -- if -- including in litigation, that if5
Mr. Stern had a neuropsychological testing done to6
date, his expert would insist that they could not give7
it to Connell Foley, but they could give it to Dr.8
Masur or to Dr. Gibson, provided they -- they satisfied9
the -- the -- the proprietary protection requirements10
and the license requirements.  So they get access to11
the information.12

The suggestion that they're ill equipped to13
conduct a cross-examination files in the face of what14
the DiFiore Court specifically said -- that -- that if15
an examiner has unfairly or incorrectly opined about a16
plaintiff's condition, plaintiff's counsel is well17
equipped to counter those opinions through cross-18
impeachment evidence and the testimony of the competing19
expert wit- -- witness.  That is how the system works.20
Fact-finders benefit from the -- from the -- due the --21
the endpoint, the opinions the dueling experts provide. 22

So he has the absolute ability to meet this23
evidence.  He has the ability to, if he's so -- and24
keep in mind, there's a determination that's made25
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1 preliminarily that somehow that the -- the
2 neuropsychological testing by Dr. Gibson is going to be
3 negative, and that he's going to conclude that -- that
4 the plaintiff in this case is a faker or -- or -- or
5 not giving full effort.
6 We don't know what the results of the test
7 are going to be until he applies the test and he's
8 ethically bound as a medical practitioner to
9 objectively apply those tests and provide those
10 opinions.  We're obligated to produce his opinions
11 based upon the examination.  So, if, despite what Mr.
12 Stern has suggested, he feels it a fait accompli
13 doesn't happen, and if Dr. Gibson reviews the testing
14 and concludes that she's not in the percentage that he
15 -- he noted about faking or malingering and, in fact,
16 she does have neuropsychological conditions that are
17 attributable to this accident, he's going to concede
18 that, and he's going -- he’s not going to be able to
19 give that information because we're putting him in
20 touch with the plaintiff. 
21 So -- so in some respects we're putting the
22 cart before the horse.  The man hasn't offered any
23 opinions yet.  We're simply trying to get the
24 opportunity to have a full, fair, and valid testing of
25 the neuropsychological condition of this plaintiff.

17

Because the second piece of the plaintiff's argument1
is, and we've consented to videotaping of the2
interview.  But these tests of the -- the actual3
neuropsychological testing cannot be recorded, cannot4
be observed by a third party because by very -- the5
very definition of the norms against which they're6
being compared that invalidates the test results.  The7
norm pra- -- the norm tests against which they compare8
the data are not circumstances under which a third9
party is present and/or the testing is videotaped.  10

So it changes the circumstances under which11
the plaintiff is being tested, thereby invalidating12
what the tests show at all, because to the extent that13
there's a videographer or to the extent that there is a14
third party in the room, that's different from the15
testing and how they came up with the test compared to16
in the first place.17

So based upon all of this and -- and -- and18
keep in mind and this -- I -- I wouldn't -- I wouldn't19
attribute this to Mr. Stern.  We go -- we go back a20
very long way.  But I would say is in -- in -- in cases21
where this issue has arisen in the past, you do not see22
circumstances where the plaintiff in a -- in -- in23
seeking to compel this information, the raw data, and24
in seeking to mandate a videographer or a third party25
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1 in the neuropsychological testing, you do not see cases
2 where they've done that on their own for -- with their
3 own expert and given to us as part of their production.
4 So there's not going to be a circumstance
5 where Mr. Stern is going to agree to give us the raw
6 data of his neuropsychologist in -- in a given case.
7 And there's not going to be a circumstance where he
8 videotapes a neuropsychological testing.  In the cases
9 that have been cited the plaintiffs don't do that. 
10 And so if part of the analysis is the
11 underlying fairness of the process, aren't they giving 
12 that to us in the first place.  And they -- they don't
13 give it to us in the first place, because number one,
14 they know that you cannot share that raw data with
15 Connell Foley.  That must be given to a licensed
16 practitioner.  And, number two, you invalidate the test
17 if you put a videographer in the room and you record
18 those tests.
19 And Dr. Gibson, if the Court is inclined to
20 allow it, would testify to that very -- those two very
21 -- uncontroverted position.
22 THE COURT:  Uh-huh.  Mr. Stern?
23 MR. STERN:  Yes.  First of all, if Mr. O'Hara
24 wants the raw data from plaintiff's neuropsychologist,
25 I would consent for him to have it.  I've done that in
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numerous cases.  And actually --1
THE COURT:  So the record is clear, you would2

consent for Mr. O’Hara to have it and not his -- not3
Dr. Gibson or someone else?4

MR. STERN:  Oh, no.  I would -- if -- if they5
requested that I supply it to Dr. Gibson and Mr.6
O’Hara, I would ask the -- the Court to, I said I'd7
sign a Consent Order --8

THE COURT:  Uh-huh.9
MR. STERN:  -- to provide it.  I've done that10

in other cases.  I actually was on a call yesterday11
with another attorney and I said, no, submit a Consent12
Order. 13

I don't think that data should be protected14
if there's a Protection Order -- as long as there’s a15
Protection Order in place. 16

I don't intend to have a third party observer17
in the room during the testing as Judge Sabatino18
indicated in DiFiore.  It's very easy today to set up19
an iPhone or a camera that can video record the -- the20
-- the testing.  So I have no inclination to have a21
third person in the room. 22

Mr. O’Hara and Dr. Gibson talk about23
invalidating it.  Well, first of all, the test that Dr.24
Gibson is going to give I'm sure has never been25
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1 validated on a control sample that has Chronic Fatigue
2 Syndrome, Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome and a traumatic brain
3 injury.  So it's questionable whether the data's going
4 to be valid at all anyway.  But having said that, Dr.
5 Fredricks addresses that in his affidavit.  He -- he
6 cites to, and I believe we submitted the references, to
7 articles dealing with more a recent study dealing with
8 third party observations.  I -- I appreciate Your Honor
9 is not as conversant as maybe I or Mr. O’Hara is in
10 third party observations.  Most of the previous
11 literature has all been written by defense
12 neuropsychologists. 
13 Also in terms of reporting, in criminal
14 cases, it's standard -- the process to have them video
15 recorded.  In neuropsychological testing, they video
16 record it, or have a third party involved in it.  It's
17 only -- somehow only in civil cases that one shouldn't
18 have a -- an observer, never.  
19 Mr. O’Hara makes reference to these are such
20 protected.  Well, these publishers, a) they know
21 they're going to be used in forensic settings.  They
22 know from all the cases I cited to Your Honor.  The
23 courts often compel the raw data to be produced.  And
24 it's for that reason why Pearson puts on its website,
25 you know, that if a -- a Court is going to order its
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raw data to be provided, that it should be done with a1
Protective Order.  So I think that puts to rest Mr.2
O’Hara's argument with regard to test security. 3

And I think that pretty much covers my4
argument.5

THE COURT:  Mr. O’Hara, anything -- any final6
words? 7

MR. O’HARA:  No -- no, Your Honor.  Other8
than just to -- to renew the suggestion, but this --9
this is -- is clearly a hotly contested issue, not only10
in New Jersey, but in other jurisdictions.  And the11
positions of both the plaintiff's Bar and the defense12
Bar are relatively consistent.  The DiFiore decision is13
clear that it's a case by case determination.  And so14
the Court has the ability to craft what it believes to15
be a reasonable conclusion, based upon the unique facts16
and circumstances of a given case. 17

This is a mild traumatic brain patient that18
was able to sit through 75 minutes of a deposition19
yesterday, in which she was able to answer every20
question other than taking a short break before21
suddenly saying I need to shut this down.  So the22
suggestion that somehow that she doesn't have the23
ability to participate in a -- in a setting and be able24
to recount information flies in the face of what she25
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1 did yesterday.  
2 She also had the exact same ability to sit
3 down and sit through the evaluations from Dr. Greenwald
4 and recount both historical information, as well as
5 incident specific information.  And -- and so the --
6 the -- there -- there's nothing about her case that
7 suggests that she is so debilitated that she doesn't
8 have the ability to recall information and to protect
9 her that this, frankly, very progressive approach needs
10 to be put in place for her.  
11 The Court speaks to in -- when -- in DiFiore
12 case about people that don't have, for example, the
13 language ability to -- to -- to communicate what's
14 going.  This is a -- this is a litigant that has been
15 involved in countless examinations with countless
16 medical providers, none of which on the plaintiff's
17 side have been videotaped. 
18 And now when there is a test that or -- or a
19 -- a fundamental medical basis to demonstrate why
20 videotaping it is inappropriate in that particular
21 field, the argument is, well, she just doesn't have he
22 ability to -- to recount the information.  How did she
23 do it for Dr. Greenfold [sic] -- Greenwald?  When you
24 look at the length of his -- this -- his reports and
25 the time that he spent with her. 
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MS. STERN:  Well, that's really apples and1
oranges. One is she's simply reciting long term2
misinformation.  That's not the deficit she has.  She3
has short term memory issues.  She has concentration4
issues.  She has attention issues.  And this isn't what5
some of the cases in DiFiore were talking about, as I6
said, a 20 minute neurologic exam or a 20 minute7
orthopedic exam, and it's not something that's normal8
to any of us. 9

I mean, if I said to her -- if I said to Your10
Honor, what tests were you given and what order were11
they given?  What instruction did Dr. Gibson give you?12
A normal person wouldn't re- -- know that information,13
let alone somebody with all the deficits that she has.14

THE COURT:  Thank you.  This matter has come15
before the Court on two -- two Motions to Compel16
discovery.  The first filed one is by plaintiff's17
counsel, seeking to compel Dr. Gibson, the -- it's not18
so much new, but the -- the second designated19
neuropsycholo- -- neuropsychologist to turn over raw20
data from the neuropsychological evaluation to21
plaintiff’s counsel, as opposed to what defendants are22
arguing should be to a -- a psychologist of the23
plaintiff's counsel's choosing.  24

And also the plaintiffs are also seeking to25
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1 have the videotaped -- the -- the neuropsychological
2 evaluation videotaped, with the understanding that it
3 would be subject to a consent Protective Order, and it
4 would be done in the least intrusive means
5 technologically possible. 
6 The defendant's position is they oppose the 
7 -- the videotaping and, likewise, the production of raw
8 data to plaintiff's counsel, rather than to a -- a -- a
9 psychologist of the plaintiff's counsel's choosing.
10 This, just like DiFiore, which Sabatino ruled -- I
11 mean, this -- these cases are very fact sensitive, and
12 I think there are some unique facts to this -- this
13 particular case and the alleged in- -- injuries and
14 deficits that -- that the plaintiff allegedly has
15 sustained as a result of the -- the incident that’s the
16 subject matter of this litigation. 
17 There's certainly a -- plaintiff has
18 certainly cited both in terms of -- by affidavit and by
19 case law in New Jersey and elsewhere, in Federal and
20 State courts certainly precedent for the raw data to be
21 turned over to plaintiff’s counsel and, indeed, that
22 was -- that was what Judge Massi ordered with respect
23 to -- to Dr. Masur, who was the previously designated
24 neuropsychologist that had been moved out, selected in
25 consultation with defendant's prior counsel.

25

Now, in response to, in colloquy with the1
Court, defense counsel indicated, well, we don't know2
for sure.  I mean, this is now the past -- in the3
neuropsych eval was never conducted.  We don't know4
exactly what tests Dr. Masur would have done vis à vis5
what Dr. Gibson proposes do.  But I also want to just6
indicate it is fair comment with respect to -- the7
Court is not giving way to be alleged bias of Dr.8
Gibson and -- and agrees with defense counsel that we 9
-- we don't know at this point before any neuropsych10
eval is -- is conducted exactly what Dr. Gibson may or11
may not conclude.  So, I just put that off to the side.12

What I find compelling about this case, I --13
I think really the -- the way that the case law and --14
and the fairness to -- to the -- to counsel, and I say15
counsel because Mr. Stern has indicated that he would 16
-- he would -- he would abide by his own by the17
standard that he's demanding of -- of defendants in18
this matter, the turnover of raw data to -- to his19
adversary.  20

I think there is a -- it -- it could -- could21
result in a fundamental unfairness to a plaintiff or a22
similar situated defendant if -- if she were on the23
other foot, for -- with respect to cross-examination24
and to have to rely upon an inter- -- intermediary25
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1 neuropsychologist to sort of interpret what Dr. -- Dr.
2 Gibson’s methodology, and then translate that for the
3 purpose of counsel on cross-examination. 
4 I think another point that's well taken is
5 the fact that it might -- it might also require
6 disclosure of trial strategy insofar as counsel may
7 choose to use a consulting neuropsychologist, that if
8 they were not to testify would not be required to be
9 disclosed. 
10 So there are -- this is, of course, like many
11 things, a -- a -- a balancing test.  There's legitimate
12 -- there's legitimate concerns professionally for Dr.
13 Gibson, but there's also the search for truth, which
14 has to be fundament of -- of the Court's ruling.  And I
15 -- I find that a -- a carefully constructed consent
16 Protective Order could address all of the concerns that
17 are identified on behalf, both Dr. Gibson in -- in this
18 matter.  And I -- I find that I -- I -- without making
19 this, you know, finding that doc- -- that Judge Massi's
20 determination with respect to Dr. Masur is the law of
21 the case, it just, I -- I don't think the circumstances
22 are different regardless of -- of how Dr. Masur would
23 have conducted the neuropsychological eval, compared to
24 Dr. Gibson. 
25 And again part of the other balancing is that
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the defendants have the right to -- subject to any1
ethical bounds, to select the -- the neuropsychological2
expert of their choice.  But it -- it strikes me that I3
find the plaintiff's counsel, they shown a compelling4
need for the raw data, with the protection of Dr.5
Gibson through a Protective Order, which has never been6
-- that that's always been on the table.  It's never7
been a unilateral turn over the raw data. 8

And I find that it -- in -- in a case as9
complex as this, that it would require, and again, the10
case is complex at best and the learned counsel on both11
sides of this, of -- of this Zoom call are -- know12
quite a bit for laypersons, for lawyers, with respect13
to neuropsychological exams and brain injuries.  So14
they're -- they're -- they're much more than just15
sophisticated laypersons.16

But in -- in so doing, I find that it's17
necessary in order for there to be proper vigorous18
representation.  Both are -- this is for both counsel.19
Again, Mr. Stern has conceded that if the shoe were on20
the other foot he would -- he would hold himself up by21
the standard he urges on the Court.22

So I find that the -- I grant the Order23
compelling the raw data of Dr. Gibson to be presented24
to -- to Mr. Stern. 25
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1 Turning then to the second issue about the
2 videotaping, I am -- I am persuaded by the arguments of
3 counsel and the -- and the supporting documentation in
4 the motion record that -- and -- and -- and likewise
5 with respect to the allegations of the cognizant --
6 cogniti- -- cognitive deficits that the plaintiff is --
7 is undergoing now.  It -- at certain point in this
8 colloquy between counsel, it almost called upon the
9 Court, never having seen Ms. Wenner, to determine
10 whether she's capable of relating to Mr. Stern what
11 exactly -- what -- what test, in -- in what order that
12 Dr. Gibson would have related to her. 
13 I think the point is well taken that a person
14 without the alleged cognitive deficits that Ms. Wenner
15 had would have difficulty in -- in reciting anything in
16 -- in -- in proper order, even though they might be
17 more capable of -- of giving the gist to their counsel
18 of what -- what the -- of what the defense IME was --
19 was undergoing.  
20 And, again, that just goes back to DiFiore,
21 and perhaps if we were presented with a plaintiff with
22 a -- presenting with different -- a -- a -- a different
23 medical history than Ms. Wenner, perhaps the Court
24 might have made a different ruling with respect to
25 videotaping.  
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And I -- I -- I find that I -- I -- I believe1
that a -- a tightly worded consent Protective Order can2
deal with counsel agreeing upon the least obtrusive3
means of recording so as to not to interfere with the4
underlying neuropsych eval.  And, again, I -- I can5
find that it would be much less obtrusive than to have6
a third party observer as to which there is -- could be7
legitimate concerns about the -- its impact upon a8
defense neuropsychological exam. 9

I -- I do find the fact specifically with10
respect to -- regardless of the -- the -- the counsel11
each presented with a glass that’s half-full, the glass12
is half-empty regarding Ms. Wenner's deposition or the13
portion of it that was taken yesterday.  And, you know,14
that's -- that's subjective and anecdotal and it’s15
certainly not basis for the Court to make a16
determination.  17

It strikes me that in the interest of18
transparency it is -- its is beneficial to make a19
record, provided that there is concern for the least20
obtrusive means by which the recording is done.  And I21
think that in -- in -- in plaintiff's motion papers and22
responses, it has been pointed out the very -- the very23
same nuances that defense counsel urges could affect24
the conducting of the test in terms of when somebody25
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1 walks into the room, or there's a phone call, or any of
2 the other examples that were cited -- cited in -- in
3 the affi- -- in the supporting affidavit.  And I think
4 the best way to in -- in, again, in terms of the search
5 for truth, it would include transparency, is to have a
6 recording.  And, again, with the understanding that
7 it's going to be the least obtrusive means possible.
8 Mr. Stern has been quite clear that he does
9 not see the need for a videographer present.  That some
10 other kind of electronic device.  I -- I leave that to
11 counsel to work out, but I think in balancing all the
12 equities and in terms of very fact specific nature of 
13 -- of this inquiry, I find that in order for both
14 parties to be able to vigorously prosecute and defend
15 this lawsuit that the raw data should be turned over to
16 plaintiff's counsel, and that an unobtrusive video
17 recording of the neuropsychological evaluation should
18 be conducted.
19 I appreciate the offer to have a hearing with
20 Dr. Gibson, or to have information shared to the Court
21 in camera.  But in -- in some ways, from a -- from a
22 logical point of view, it seems that the same alleged
23 evils that were addressed in trying to prevent this
24 data from being shared, it's -- it seems attenuated for
25 a Court to -- to be treading into these waters. 
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So I think the best way is to let the counsel1
both have as -- as unimpeded as possible a means of2
preparing their case and defending -- and defending the3
case.  But being able to ensure there's a proper record4
for complex traumatic brain injury such as been5
presented, or allegedly presented by the plaintiff in6
this case. 7

So for those reasons, I will grant8
plaintiff’s application and deny the cross-motion of9
defendants. Thank you. 10

MR. O’HARA:  Thank you, Your Honor. 11
THE COURT:  Have a good weekend. 12
MR. STERN:  You too.13

(Proceedings Concluded)14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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